FRIDAY MAY 5, 2017 LIST
Humboldt Antique Tool Auction
May 5 and May 6, 2017
Humboldt Fairgrounds
311 6th Ave. North
Humboldt, IA 50548
Preview Friday 2:00 to 3:35 PM
Friday Auction begins 3:35 PM
Preview Saturday 8:00 to 9:35 AM
Saturday Auction begins 9:35 AM
The lots marked TBA will be filled with items taken the three pallets of in-the-rough gear we cleaned
out of a Wisconsin barn and then put in storage in Humboldt. Included in this lot will be buggy jacks,
barn pulleys, a cast iron body of the cream separator and a wide variety of other antique tools and farm
tools. We will lay this gear out in beer flats and individual lots and will number them in order Friday
180-184; 234-250; and 277-290 & on Saturday: 300, 441-449; and 597-625.

1 ______ L. & C.H. BULL QUINCY, ILL No. 56 moving fillister plane with screw operated depth stop,
boxwood boxing, fine overall.
2 ______ Stanley #6 iron fore plane WWII-model with hard rubber adjuster nut, good hardwood tote and
knob, nice BB-logo blade, very good overall.
3 ______ OHIO TOOL CO. No. 91 twin-iron 1 1/4-inch nosing plane, complete and fine.
4 ______ Unknown make corner brace, very good overall.
5 ______ Early JOHN GREEN quarter round or scotia plane
6 ______ ICS CENTRAL drafting set in a plastic case, complete and fine.
7 ______ DOWDEN 18th Century round plane, very good overall.
8 ______ Union Fork & Hoe Co square-ended gravel shovel with closed wooden handle; plus an unknown
make 4-tined fork that also has a wooden handle.
9 ______ MOSELEY wooden side rabbet with boxwood boxing, complete and very good.
10 ______ Ohio Tool Co. No. 1 table joint plane, complete and very good.
11 ______ Three block planes: Millers Falls No. 206, with Craftsman blade, good overall; Stanley #120 early
model, very good overall; and an unknown make No. 103, very good.
12 ______ Set of five BUCK BROS socket chisels, all very good.
13 ______ Three saw tools: Disston TRIUMPH saw set, complete and fine; Disston? saw file; and early saw
wrest.
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14 ______ Pair of Stanley adjustable squares: DEFIANCE by Stanley 1221, complete and very good; and a
No. 21 Stanley with SW logo on 9-inch blade, very good.
15 ______ Pair of forged branding irons: one forms the letter W; the other is a
16 ______ Iron leather shave with gull-wing handles made for shoe trade.
17 ______ Three miniature hatchets; one appears to be manufactured.
18 ______ Unusual 9 1/2-inch ebony skew-bladed rabbet plane. The area in front of the blade was
broken off at some point and glued back on and there is a dovetailed boxwood piece just
ahead of the blade, very interesting.
19 ______ Unknown make hand-cranked grinder with decorative casting, intact tool rest, very good overall.
20 ______ Pair of horn planes: one set up for rabbeting; and the smaller one is a smoother, both are very good.
21 ______ Small anvil paper weight marked FARGO ND FOUNDRY CO. very good.
22 ______ Pair of wooden planes: MUTTER compass plane, crude replacement wedge, good overall; and a
SIMS LONDON #5 hollow, very good.
23 ______ Miniature nickel plated anvil, very good overall.
24 ______ Pair of wooden side bead planes: DAVID BENSON 3/8-inch, very good; and KENNEDY &
WHITE 1/4-inch, very good.
25 ______ Unknown wooden object that may have held ink; plus a small rawhide mallet.
26 ______ Lot of five wooden molding planes: D.O. CRANE complex molding plane; COLLINS UTICA
complex molding plane; J.J. VINAL side bead with missing boxing; and an OHIO Tool No. 72
hollow, good overall.
27 ______ LAKESIDE (Montgomery Wards) 9 1/2 C542 iron block plane with unusual throat adjuster (Union
Tool Co.) a near new plane in a tatty box, the box top has one end panel missing.
28 ______ Scarce VICTOR SPECIAL No. 1120 block plane by Stanley Rule & Level Co., plane has a
gray bed, lower portion of lever cap is red, fine original blade, plane is near new, box is very
good with intact label.
29 ______ Stanley #9 1/2 iron block plane like new in original pasteboard box with government or contractor
number 7912 pasted over the original label on the end of the box top.
30 ______ Yankee No. 2150 21-inch bit extension in original pasteboard box, fine bit extension, box shows
moderate wear.
31 ______ Pair of Stanley iron block planes IOB 4-Square No. 1120 has a little paint loss from lever cap,
otherwise fine, box is tatty but has a nice label on top and another on end; plus a Stanley #110
plane that is fine with a box that need the four corners of the top and one corner of the bottom
re-taped.
32 ______ White sharpening stone in a 2-piece wooden box marked WEST GERMANY 44/706, fine overall.
33 ______ LUFKIN 50-foot gauging tape graduated in 12ths, tape is very good, box is worn and a bit tatty has
been reinforced with masking tape.
34 ______ Stanley HANDYMAN H432 SAW SET for back and panel saws 11 points or less, a fine to near
new set in a good box with small tear on one end and another small tear on top, good label.
35 ______ Two Stanley #720 2-inch socket firmer chisels in original pasteboard box, chisels are like new.
36 ______ Pair of hog scrapers, both complete.
37 ______ RUMBOLD BUTT MORTISE PLANE IOB plane is near new, box is a little worn but comes with
owners pamphlet and nice label from R.M. RUMBOLDT CO. P.O. BOX 233, THORNTON, ILL
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38 ______ Nice all-wooden wedge-locking caliper that opens to about 21-inches, very nice.
39 ______ Stanley #4 Type 9 smooth plane with fine rosewood tote and low knob, very good Q-logo blade,
fine overall.
40 ______ T.H. WITHERBY 1-inch corner chisel, very good overall.
41 ______ KEN TOOL TD-28 Thread File IOB, very good.
42 ______ Small CHIANTEL FONDEUR bronze bell also marked 1878 SAIGNELEGIER, very good.
43 ______ Alvin Swiss Drafting Blue Print Measuring Wheel in original plastic box, fine.
44 ______ Jose Cuervo wooden box with hinged lid and having rope handles on the sides, very good overall.
45 ______ Scarce and fine 28-inch C. WARREN NASHUA wooden jointer plane.
46 ______ Unusual anvil-type tool on a half-round base with three countersunk holes for mounting, has WA12
cast into base; plus a star-shaped boat anchor with short length of plastic rope.
47 ______ Copper lid for pan or pot 10-inch diameter with nice brass handle on top, tinned on the inside, very
good.
48 ______ Small anvil made from section of I beam or track; an unusual small cobbler’s shoe last; and flat
steel template or spacer for hydraulic pump, valve or something similar.
49 ______ Pair of splitting wedges: one marked WARREN-TEED HEAT TREATED 4; and the other is
marked 3 LBS DROP FORGED MADE IN BRAZIL.
50 ______ Stack of four scraper blades; plus an ADAMS & WESTLAKE COMPANY kerosene railroad light.
51 ______ Koeberle Patent (U.S. No. 979,967) collapsible saw vise made by Henry Disston & Sons, very good
overall.
52 ______ Lot: small printing block; rosewood handled try square; and a small adjustable machinist square.
53 ______ Lot: brass hose nozzle; steam gauge, small brass gas valve and a mystery item that is between the
nozzle and the steam gage.
54 ______ Lot: machinist V-Block with clamp; adjustable gasket or washer cutter; and adjustable hollow
auger.
55 ______ Lot: Stanley #77-type rosewood marking and mortise gage; and a push drill.
56 ______ Adjustable hollow auger and a small hand drill with storage for bits inside the handle.
57 ______ Lot: broken compression gauge; 12-inch wooden plumb & level, both vials intact; Lufkin 0-1-inch
micrometer in wooden box with sliding lid; small adjustable machinist square; Stanley #75 bullnose
rabbet plane missing the blade; and a marking and mortise gage.
58 ______ Lot: 9-inch adjustable AUTO wrench; pair of tin snips; 6-inch wooden handled pipe wrench; and
pair of pruning shears.
59 ______ JOLINE hand drill that has a head and handle that are adjustable and bits can be stored inside the
handle.
60 ______ Lot: folding pocket knife; five assorted drafting tools; and two tin tools.
61 ______ Nice ratchet brace with an Irwin adjustable auger bit in original box and handful of additional bits.
62 ______ CRAFTSMAN PORTABLE VACUUM BASE VISE 1983 with original box, fine.
63 ______ Lot: Three oilers with intact glass; what looks like a regulator valve; and a wrench with square
opening; wooden handled hack or de-horning saws; and a mini anvil in gray paint.
64 ______ Pair of folding clothes hangers for drying clothes, one has cast iron bracket marked G.D.T. CO.
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65 ______ Child's lunch box and Thermos with red plaid design, very good.
66 ______ Lot: three electric coils and an early pair of headphones. It may have been part of a homebuilt radio.
67 ______ Lot of eight assorted woodworking, metalworking and electronics books.
68 ______ Lot: HUDSON bug sprayer with glass tank; large glass magnifying lens; flat screwdriver for use in
a brace; etc.
69 ______ Lot: Four screwdrivers, three are perfect handle types; plus a LUFKIN CHROME CLAD steel tape
measure.
70 ______ Millers Falls treadle lathe and jig saw combination that is missing the treadle plate but is otherwise
complete with belt tensioner, drill attachment etc. Find a treadle plate or make one out of wood and
put a blade in the saw and it will be ready to go.
71 ______ Unknown treadle jig saw frame No. 387 with frame, needs a treadle and rear leg to complete, very
good overall.
72 ______ Wooden spinning wheel that has some bug damage.
73 ______ Frame only for a Barnes Velocopede jig saw.
74 ______ Strickler Janseville, Wis. hay carrier, rusty but will clean to very good.
75 ______ Wooden wagon wheel hub, very good overall.
76 ______ F.E. MYERS & BRO ASHLAND SINGLE RAIL hay carrier.
77 ______ Bench drill made by E.C. Stearns, very good overall.
78 ______ Pair of woodworking bench vises.
79 ______ An all wooden leg vise, very unusual.
80 ______ Lot: Assorted auger bits in a wooden box, box needs to be reassembled; two post portions of
cooper’s croze planes; and a compassed smoother missing its blade.
81 ______ Lot: Ford ratchet wrench; Archimedes drill with flyball weight, very good; socket chisel; long flat
screwdriver; Signal Corps CS-34 leather holster; coopers hoop driver; and a C-clamp, and CARTER
ICE & FUEL CO ice pick.
82 ______ Lot: five bits for a foot powered mortising machine; a small hand drill, beer bottle opener and a
scraper blade. Eight items in all.
83 ______ Suttle Equipment Co. school or fire bell.
84 ______ Lot: The PEAVEY MFG CO. BREWER MAINE peavy head, with good hook, very good overall; a
piece of a hay knife?; a peavey or cant hook with length of logging chain; and a cast iron barn
pulley, very good.
85 ______ Lot: honey knife
86 ______ Lot of six kitchen gadgets: three can openers; one is also a jar opener; a grater; nutcracker; and a
peeler with grater.
87 ______ Lot of five saw vises including a portable one in green paint; a large one with cam lock that is
unmarked; #30 HENRY DISSTON & SONS, needs cleaning, complete and very good; another
large HENRY DISSTON & SONS (first of this model we have seen) and a very small one that bolts
to a bench or table top
88 ______ Pair of lead ladles.
89 ______ Hand cranked sickle bar grinder, locked with rust, will need heat and solvent to free it, will clean to
good overall.
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90 ______ Wooden box with ratchet and several hex sockets, ratchet marked Chicago Mfg. Pat. March 10,
1914, very good wrench and sockets, box rough.
91 ______ MITCHELL MFG. MILWAUKEE WISC. tire bolt wrench marked PAT APPLD, clamps to a bench
or table, very good overall.
92 ______ Oak cased magneto likely for early telephone with leather strap on top.
93 ______ Wooden draftsman’s T-Square with an overhang tab on both side of the handle, very good.
94 ______ Wire Wheel Corp of America hub cap wrench with brass hubcap that it fits.
95 ______ Lot of 11 assorted OHIO TOOL CO. plow plane blades, most with light to moderate rust.
96 ______ Lot of 15 assorted plow plane blades/bits/irons by assorted makers, all have light to moderate rust.
97 ______ Lot of 15 assorted OHIO TOOL CO. plow plane blades/bits/irons that all have light to moderate
rust.
98 ______ W.F.& J. BARNES ROCKFORD rip saw with pulley that it was driven by from an overhead shaft
system in a factory, also comes with a hand crank that can be seen on top of the table in one of the
photos. We looked it over for welds and did not see any but we suggest you look it over yourself.
99 ______ Never Fail corn sheller with both original clips to attach it to a fence or wagon box, very good
overall.
100 ______ Maytag 2-cylinder gasoline engine likely used to drive a washing machine, cream separator or other
farm conveniences, appears to be complete and very good overall.
101 ______ Two woodworking books: Thredgold’s Carpentry by Hurst 1892 date inside, very good hardbound;
and 1905 WORKSHOP MAKESHIFTS by CASSAL, very good hardbound.
102 ______ Lot of five Audel Carpenter & Builder’s Guide Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5/6.
103 ______ Four assorted books: Timber Drying by R.G. Bateson 1938, hardbound very good; LATHE WORK
by Hasluck, hardbound, soiled covers, worn, very good; FAIRBANKS. MORSE & CO. St. Paul,
tatty hardbound catalog; Catalogue No. 104 U.S. WIND ENGINE AND PUMP CO (windmills)
dated 1931, fine original catalog.
104 ______ Pair of tool books: Joseph Smith Explanation or Key to the Various Manufactories of Sheffield,
printed by EAIA, very good overall;
105 ______ Three tool books: Practical Carriage Building VOLS. I & II, printed by EAIA, very good; Art of
Coppersmithing by John Fuller Sr. paper covered, very good; and Memories of a Sheffield Tool
Maker by Ashley Iles, paper covered, fine.
106 ______ Four tool or woodworking books: Practical Staircase Joinery by Paul N. Hasluck, very good;
Surveyors’ Field-Note Forms by Bardsley and Carlton, slight wear, very good; The Timber Framing
Book by Steward Elliott and Eugenie Wallas; and Colonial Williamsburg Historic Trades
VOLUME 1, very good.
107 ______ Three woodworking books: Joinery and Carpentry VOL. VI by New Era Publishing Co; Joinery and
Carpentry VOL. III by New Era Publishing Co.; and Joinery and Carpentry VOL. II by New Era
Publishing Co., all hardbound and very good.
108 ______ Four reprinted catalogs: Stanley Tools 1872 Boxwood and Ivory Rules, very good: Otto Young &
Co. Tools and Material Catalogue; and an Edward Preston & Sons LTD by Kenneth Roberts, some
light soiling to covers; and Stanley Tools Catalogue 129 reprinted by Roger K. Smith, covers
separated, very good overall.
109 ______ Three tool books: Early Tools of New Jersey and The Men Who Made Them by Alexander
Farnham, very good; CRAFTS TODAY AS YESTERDAY Photography and Text by David
Gibbon, still in original plastic wrap; and Reproducing Antique Furniture by Franklin H. Gottshall,
very good.
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110 ______ Four tool or woodworking books: Country Craft Tools by Percy W. Blandrord, very good;
Woodcarving Techniques & Projects by James B. Johnstone; Woodcraft by Thelma R. Newman,
very good; and Eric Sloane’s paper covered.
111 ______ Four tool or woodworking books: Woodwork for Secondary Schools by Griffith, very good; The
Glazier by Arthur Constance 1956, very good; Handcraft in Wood by John Hooper; and a water
damaged hardbound set of The Illustrated Carpenter & Builder full of neat tool ads.
112 ______ Pair of 2-man crosscut saws, one 56-inch and one 66-inch, both will clean to very good.
113 ______ Pair of 1 or 2-man crosscut saws, one has an intact auxiliary handle, both will clean to usable
condition.
114 ______ Nice 5-foot pike pole likely used in ice harvesting, very good.
115 ______ D.R. BARTON 11.5-inch broad-axe could stand to be re-hefted, very good overall.
116 ______ O.W. BURRITT WEEDSPORT, NY Patent (U.S. No. 266,604) double seaming machine for tin
roofs, very good.
117 ______ Progressive X359 hand-cranked bead rolling machine AUG. 24, 1915, has broken crank handle but
it can be removed and replaced with another crank, will clean to very good overall.
118 ______ RIDGID 72-inch wallpaper trimming rule, very good.
119 ______ Cast iron copy press, screw is free but there is a lot of rust, will clean to at least good overall
condition.
120 ______ FOLEY A253 saw sharpening tool, first we have seen so we cannot say whether or not it is
complete.
121 ______ Log tong with revolving jaws, wooden handle has big splinter off one side, good overall.
122 ______ Smaller vise that looks like a leg vise but does not have a leg.
123 ______ Power kick wheel with nice cast iron pedal, very good.
124 ______ Broad axe head marked with MOORE TOLEDO O. mark, very good overall.
125 ______ Large ice saw with 60-inch blade, 76-inches long overall. Needs turned wooden handle to be
installed into socket at end of handle bracket, very good overall.
126 ______ Fine poll adz with very nice blade, has new handle that will need to be cut down to fit the socket
better, will make a fine user.
127 ______ Three crosscut saws: 60-inch 2-man model that is missing one of the handles, blade will clean to
very good; 42-inch 1-man model with broken wooden handle, with cleaning and new handle will
make good user; and a 72-inch model that is missing one handle, but will clean to good or better
usable condition.
128 ______ Pair of 66-inch crosscut saw blades, can be cleaned up and put to use if you have handles or cut up
and used for knife blanks.
129 ______ Lot of planes and plane parts: Two Stanley #80 scrapers; one just a frame and one is complete with
rusty blade; #83 scraper missing the roller and having a chunk missing from one side of handle;
Stanley #3C smooth plane with chip in rear of throat, will clean and tote needing to be glued; and a
STANLEY marked scraper blade.
130 ______ Pair of large calipers, both have light rust and will need to be cleaned.
131 ______ Pair of drawknives: 10-inch HICKORY that is missing one handle and has some light to moderate
rust; and a very good 9-inch ZENITH from MARSHAL-WELLS HDWE (Duluth, Minn), very
good with wooden blade protector.
132 ______ International Silver Co. I.S. Silver Soldered SJ0959, silver piece that look like it would hold a small
ear of corn.
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133 ______ Unknown make de-horning saw with nice wooden handle, very good overall.
134 ______ Large round MIDWEST TOOL COLLECTORS embroidered patch, very good.
135 ______ Ackerman-type try and miter square with bevel, very good overall.
136 ______ Small E. PRESTON router plane, complete and very good overall
137 ______ Small 10-inch ARCHER hand saw with open handle that is missing the top spur, two split nuts
attach handle to blade, intact nib and small piece broken out of the business end of the saw.
138 ______ E. Preston double side rabbet plane, similar to a Sargent #81, this one is complete and very good.
139 ______ Lot of MWTCA Gristmill newsletters.
140 ______ Mystery thermometer in a 19-inch brass tube with sharp point. Thermometer goes from 60 to 240
degrees and has a piece of kid leather on it right now that the previous owner may have used to
protect the glass.
141 ______ Pair of mini brass padlocks: one marked UNION has a loop pinned to the hasp for a chain (not
present), very good; the other marked YALE, very good.
142 ______ Wooden block planes and plane parts: three block planes all missing their blades, two extra wedges,
etc.
143 ______ Pair of large dies for cutting leather circles one is 2 3/4-inch in diameter and it is very good; the
other is 3-inch diameter and has a few dings at cutting edge that will need to be worked out.
144 ______ Three augers: two bung augers and a nice tapered reamer with deep touch marks, all are good or
better.
145 ______ Unusual wooden tool with leather carrying strap wooden board with a spring-loaded caps at each
end of the board that each have the name ??? stamped into them. We believe this is a device used to
carry school books. It is very good overall.
146 ______ Lot: Archimedes drill, appears to be English, very good but needing bits; a three-pronged well hook
with one broken hook; a small screwdriver for split nuts like those used on early saws, some patches
of rust, very good overall.
147 ______ Lot: Early centrifuge for testing cream, needs the four tubes the cream would go in; a knife
sharpener; and hand cranked egg beater.
148 ______ Pair of wooden rolling pins, both very good.
149 ______ Lot: two waffle irons, one with original base has original finish peeling and has rust, the other is
missing both the base and the handle; plus an IDEAL riveter, very good.
150 ______ Old wooden tool chest measures 39 x 18 x 19 not including the wooden brackets that the rope
handles pass through, bottom has had a mouse in one corner and bottom could stand to be replaced,
no trays or tills, good overall.
151 ______ Pair of WHITNEY METAL TOOL CO ROCKFORD ILL long handled 1-inch hex wrenches one
has named spelled out as above is 19-inches long overall; the other is 17-inches and is marked
WHITNEY NO 10-3. Both have slightly bent handles
152 ______ Lot: KRAEUTER leather punch; ice chipper with iron handle; BARBERS SPECIAL razor hone;
tool that resembles a logger’s race knife; and a wall-paper trimmer.
153 ______ Lot: 10-inch drawknife with some light rust; double ended hex socket; open ended wrench and two
double open enders one has number 6391 cast into handle.
154 ______ Lot: Fine Stanley HANDYMAN saw set with intact decal; ink eraser marked W.U. TEL CO and a
small stitching wheel.
155 ______ Lot: One leg from a Winchester 7-inch plier this one marked with a good Winchester logo and the
model 2407 7”; a Winchester 1/4-inch socket chisel, wooden handle is missing and socket has been
hammered on; and an unknown make pair of pliers marked GERMANY.
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156 ______ Two W. BUTCHER gouges, both need de-rusting and regrinds at business ends; an unknown make
1/8-inch mortising chisels that needs end reworked; an L&IJ WHITE tang chisel; and a
STANDARD socketed butt chisel that needs a wooden handle.
157 ______ Unusual pair C.S. OSBORNE 14-inch gas pliers; and 10-inch FULTON nippers, both have light
rust.
158 ______ Pair of implement wrenches: fine REMINGTON that still has most of its original black japanning;
and a very good VULCAN PLOW CO. 95 EVANSVILLE IND, very good.
159 ______ Pair of 8-inch KEEN KUTTER nippers and a nice bench stop with intact spring.
160 ______ Stanley #6 iron fore plane, later model, fine japanning and fine wood, sat in a damp box so there’s
rust on the left side near the toe and on the sole, cleaning will make it usable but there is almost
certainly going to be some pitting.
161 ______ Unknown make iron saw vise with clamp that allows user to mount it to a table or bench, complete
and very good; plus a Millers Falls lever-type saw set, very good.
162 ______ Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane, later model with both fence and sliding section, the fence is
missing the rosewood wear strip, comes with a nice match blade, will make a very good user.
163 ______ Like new Millers Falls No. 2 auger handle; and a GLOBE drawknife, first we can recall with this
name on it, very good.
164 ______ Three iron bench planes including Millers Falls #14 jack plane, complete and very good.
165 ______ Small froe with 7-inch blade likely a basket maker’s model, very good.
166 ______ Stanley #45 combination plow plane with 2-row cutter box of blades. This is an early nickel plated
#45 with the floral casting, and S foundry marks, comes with all three main sections, set of long
rods, one depth stop and a double row cutter box with 22 total blades, needs slitter, cam and short
rods to complete. A very good usable plane with fine, later cutter box full of blades, the cardboard
sleeve on the cutter box is from a Stanley-made WARDS or CRAFTSMAN cutter set.
167 ______ Pair of drawknives: 10-inch L&IJ WHITE cooper or carriage maker’s drawknife, very good overall;
and an unknown make 9-inch model with light to moderate pitting.
168 ______ Lot: Stanley 100 PLUS No. 610 hand drill with partial decal on handle, fine overall; unknown make
double spokeshave with flat and round bottoms, very good; and an unknown make leather shave
with radiused bottom.
169 ______ Lot: fine HOOK SCRAPER CO. NO. 3425; SHELTON unbreakable block plane PAT PEND, very
good; HAPPY TIME pressed steel block plane, very good; Stanley HANDYMAN H1248 low angle
iron block plane, very good; and a 5-inch iron block plane that may have come out of a child’s tool
kit, very good.
170 ______ Lot: Two hanging spring scales, one marked LF&C; a small wooden handled hand vise;
CRESCENT TOOL CO. NO. 264 specialty crimping or wire cutting pliers; and a 1 1/2-inch
wooden auger bit for use in a drill press.
171 ______ Lot: adjustable bitstock washer cutter; H.A. PAGE BOSTON (listed in 1879 Boston Directory as
Dry Goods Merchants) sliding bevel with 8.25-inch blade, locking thumb screw may be a
replacement; rosewood handled try square with pitted blade; and leather-cased tape cloth tape
measure with worn case and even more worn tape.
172 ______ Medium sized bench grinder in red paint, needs a tool rest, and a drop of oil.
173 ______ Sears Young Carpenter cedar project set, a bunch of small cedar boards for budding carpenter to
make things out of, there are few small pieces of sandpaper and a small bag of brads to nail them
together with.
174 ______ Three wood planes: unknown make No. 22 hollow with improper wedge, will clean to usable
condition; UNION FACTORY H. CHAPIN No. 171, 7/8-inch match plane, inside fence is chipped
and cracked near heel, can be restored to usable condition; and an OGONTZ 15-inch wooden jack
plane that is missing the top 1/2 of the tote, blade and chip breaker have light to moderate rust.
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175 ______ Pair of saw vises that can be mounted to a bench or table; one has number 130 cast into jaw; both
are complete but need cleaning.
176 ______ Pair of 2-speed Millers Falls breast drills: one with 3-jaw chuck is complete and all the gear teeth
are good, just needs a good cleaning; the other is a No. 12 and has a 2-jaw chuck. It is missing the
auxiliary handle, will clean to very good.
177 ______ Lot of six assorted ratchet braces, a few have light rust.
178 ______ Lot of 18 assorted wood auger bits, two of the longer six have had the tangs cut off; the regular
sized bits are all very good.
179 ______ Luther Grinder Co. hand cranked bench grinder, complete with tool rest, needs cleaning and a bit of
oil.
180- ______ TBA
184
185 ______ Five tool books including reprints: The American Axe & Tool Co. MWTCA Reprint; Illustration of
Trades by Charles Tomlinson; Eighth Edition Catalogue of Alex. Mathieson & Sons, Limited
Saracen Tool Works, Glasgow reprinted by Ken Roberts; Tools and Technologies America’s
Wooden Age by Kababian & Lipke; and TOOLS MACHINERY BLACKSMITHS SUPPLIES
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
186 ______ Three books: The Art and Practice of Marquetry by William Alexander Lincoln Thames and
Hudson, very good; and a two Volume set METAL WORKING I & 2 by Paul N. Hasluck covers
are worn and soiled but insides are very good.
187 ______ Five books or booklets: Windmills & Watermills book by John Reynolds, very good; The Ice
Industry of the United States with a Brief Sketch of its History by Henry Hall, very good; DeLaval
Cream Separators Instruction Manual, has mouse chewing on top left corner; American’s Mortise &
Tenon with considerations on The History and Making of the Framing Joint booklet by Douglass C.
Reed, good; and an original 1940 catalog of The Williams Hardware Co. Minneapolis, Minn.
188 ______ Two books: Practical Projects for the Blacksmith by Ted Tucker, very good; and GRIMSHAW On
SAWS by Robert Grimshaw 1880 reprinted by Astragal Press, very good.
189 ______ Three brass spigots one marked H. & G. SIMONDS READING on the wing nut; and one used a
key to open and close it.
190 ______ H.C. MARSH patent miter vise and saw guide, very good
191 ______ Primitive wooden saw vise, very good overall.
192 ______ Unknown make cast iron miter vise and saw guide, first of its kind we have seen.
193 ______ Enterprise No. 50 Size 2 sad iron with quick-release handle, very good overall.
194 ______ BOSCH miter trimmer, complete and very good; is mounted to piece of wood and has the handle
held by piece of Velcro.
195 ______ Alfred Andersen & Co. Minneapolis Krumb Kake iron complete and very good.
196 ______ E.C. Stearns adjustable bench-mounting saw vise very good overall.
197 ______ Pair of cooper’s planes: wooden saw-tooth croze and a howell; the croze has some cracking but is
still intact, very good overall.
198 ______ Two unfinished aluminum planes made by a patternmaker: one is a corebox plane that needs a blade
and needs the top of lever cap drilled and tapped for a screw, very nice removable aluminum tote
and knob; plus an aluminum Stanley #95 edge trimming block plane body only
199 ______ Kit of veterinary tools in a rough case, the tools inside appear to be good to fine.
200 ______ Four assorted ratchet braces including RUSSWIN; and Stanley No. 965N 10-inch; all need cleaning
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201 ______ Four assorted hand drills including large Millers Falls No. 980; smaller Goodell-Pratt; Dunlap; and
a Yankee? model with selector switch; all in as-found condition and in need of cleaning. The
Yankee has a cracked crank handle.
202 ______ Six assorted hand drills including two Millers Falls No. 2500 models; one marked GERMANY on
crank arm; DEFIANCE; etc.
203 ______ Three different 2-speed breast drills including Millers Falls; DUNLAP, etc.
204 ______ Scarce Goodell-Pratt high speed hand drill with enclosed gears in an aluminum housing, will
clean to very good.
205 ______ Pair of hand drills including a PROTO 370 Pat. No. 2,310,759, very good; and Defiance-type, needs
cleaning.
206 ______ Six assorted braces including Stanley 10-inch No. 945; and a Spofford Patent, most have light rust.
207 ______ Pair of hand drills including nice YANKEE No. 445 with slow and fast switch.
208 ______ Lot: five brace-type automotive socket wrenches plus a brace type auto valve lapping tool, all with
light rust.
209 ______ Five tire/tyre pumps, one with folding foot, two with rotted hoses and one missing the entire hose.
210 ______ Five T-augers including one with PS&W model handle.
211 ______ Seven Yankee-type spiral screwdrivers: Stanley YANKEE 130A; YANKEE 131A (missing selector
switch); YANKEE 31; Stanley YANKEE 131A; GREENLEE 458; five come with bits.
212 ______ Six assorted bench planes: late Stanley #4 smoother; Stanley DEFIANCE 14-inch jack; two
Craftsman smoothers and two Parplus-type smoothers with stamped steel frogs.
213 ______ Lot: five assorted push drills: two Goodell-Pratt; YANKEE No. 45 NORTH BROS Division of
STANLEY WORKS; MERIT; and a Goodell-Pratt model with plastic handle that is missing the top
part that would cover the bit storage area; plus a Stanley Handyman 233H reversible ratcheting
Yankee-type screwdriver.
214 ______ Two steel bench screws.
215 ______ Three brass blow torches.
216 ______ Stanley #45 combination plow plane with all three main sections, script logo on skate, long rods,
micro adjusting fence, sash blade, very good overall. Just needs a set of blades and a depth stop or
two and it will be good to go.
217 ______ Bench arbor for wire wheels, buffing wheels and grinding wheels, some rust, will clean to very
good.
218 ______ Pair of FOLMER GRAFLEX CORP collapsible wooden tripods each marked CROWN TRIPOD
NO. 4, both very good.
219 ______ Five assorted Yankee-style screwdrivers: Millers Falls #61A; two Millers Falls #29; Stanley
YANKEE #130A; and an unknown make.
220 ______ Screw adjusting rosewood spokeshave, very good; plus a Stanley #51 iron spokeshave, very good.
221 ______ Tackle box full of assorted square shanked auger bits for wood.
222 ______ Pair of A.H. Reed Patent (DEC. 12, 1883) spiral screwdrivers both very good.
223 ______ Vintage BLOOMFIELD MFG. CO. French fry cutting machine, needs cleaning, very good overall.
224 ______ Five assorted tape measures: Lufkin leather-cased steel tape; Lufkin cloth tape; German steel-cased
OXWELL tape; unusual tape with telephone type rotary marked DIAL; and a Lufkin CHROME
CLAD steel tape that has the leather peeling off the steel case.
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225 ______ Five assorted ratchet braces incl. nice Handyman #H1250; Hibbard’s True Value; Unknown make
No. 105 with some pitting; SAMSON #4010; and another unknown make with light to moderate
rust.
226 ______ Three riveters: PONY, needs light cleaning, very good; H.S.B. & CO. REV-O-NOC has last 2 to 3
inches broken off handle; and a REX that is very good.
227 ______ Pair of brass blow torches. The TURNER BRASS WKS & OTTO BURNZ.
228 ______ Four assorted braces including Stanley #965N 10-inch; plus a Goodell-Pratt 2-speed breast drill
with 2-jaw chuck, will clean to very good.
229 ______ Three smaller wooden levels; 12-inch model with advertising from C.W. WILES GARAGE Dealer
in OVERLAND CARS KLEMME, IOWA, has broken vial and missing the top plate; 16-inch
plumb and level with both vials intact, very good; and a 12-inch level in red paint with intact vial,
very good.
230 ______ Three T-Augers and two long bitstock augers in a fitted wooden box.
231 ______ Four cutter boxes (no cutters included) for Stanley #55 combination plow planes, two with good
labels and two with just partial labels, all boxes come with covers.
232 ______ Lot of planes for parts: Stanley 9 1/2 iron block plane just needs throat cam to complete, very good;
Stanley 110 iron block plane with crude replacement knob, dirty cutter; unknown make #36-type
wide body transitional smoother with broken frame and having a steel sole plate; and two wooden
jointers one with broken handle and one missing handle altogether.
233 ______ Three wooden molding planes: J. GIBSON ALBANY No. 23 tongue and groove pair, both very
good; and an early rabbet with broad chamfers.
234- ______ TBA
250
251 ______ Unusual blacksmith made T-auger with 1931 date scratched into wooden handle, very nice.
252 ______ Stanley #720 chisel 1 1/4-inch in original box, end of box top has come apart at the corners and a
former owner has used clear tape to repair it, a new chisel in a good box.
253 ______ Mini HUSKY floor jack, likely a point-of-sale display piece that actually pumps up and functions
just like a normal sized one, though it is just meant as a display, one screw fell out and will need to
be replaced, we saved the bushing and wired it to the handle.
254 ______ Three assorted steel framing squares; one marked CHALLENGER; one NICHOLL’S; and one is
hand stamped.
255 ______ Scarce Stanley #283 in original pasteboard box, scraper and blade are like new, box is split on
top and worn and tatty in other places.
256 ______ Late U.S. made Stanley #78 rabbet plane in original yellow box, comes with original tag, fence,
depth stop and rod, plane is complete and like new in a very good box.
257 ______ Unusual MANCO No. 134 ALL-STEEL SAW-VISE ECCENTRIC CLAMPING BAR, in original
pasteboard box with manufactured by MANCO MFG. CO. BRADLEY, ILL, a new tool in a worn
but good box.
258 ______ Stanley #1220 Hand Drill in original pasteboard box, the drill has a mostly-intact decal on the gear
wheel, the wood is fine, box is torn along top edge and held with masking tape at the ends of the
bottom.
259 ______ Millers Falls No. 700 cast iron 7-inch block plane similar to a Stanley #110, this one comes in the
original pasteboard box, full decal on lever cap, plane is like new, box is very good with intact label.
260 ______ Stanley #9 1/2 6-inch iron block plane with adjustable blade and throat, a fine plane in sound box
that has a few stains and good label.
261 ______ MARPLES No. 153 small carving tools set of six in original box from the with sticker inside lid
from Wood Carvers Supply, 3112 West 28th Street, Minneapolis, Minn. A fine set of carving tools
in original box.
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262 ______ Stanley #60 1/2 low angle iron block plane with adjustable throat and blade adjuster, a new plane in
a very good box with intact label.
263 ______ Pair of caliper rules: Stanley #36 1/2R complete and fine; and a Stanley #136 has former owners
name lightly scratched into one side, very good.
264 ______ UPSON NUT CO. #69 12-inch 4-fold rule, complete and fine.
265 ______ Stanley Rule and Level Co. No. 76, 2-foot, 4-fold rule with early round joint, very good overall.
266 ______ Three assorted rules: LUFKIN 6-inch with tables for TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FOR
STEEL TAPES; 6-inch from J.A. CLOUGH, MD Practice Confined to the Eye, We Sell Genuine
Wellsworth Optical Products; and a 6-inch tapered rule advertising THOMAS CHARLES CO.
KINDERGARTEN, ART and CONSTRUCTION WORK SUPPLIES, very good.
267 ______ Five assorted sharpening stones including a GOODRICH CONE for Sharpening All Safety Blades
by Quality Products Le Center, Minn; three other hones and a combination stone.
268 ______ Scarce EVANS & CO. NO. 6 (136 1/2) caliper rule, very good overall.
269 ______ E.P. JOHNSON RULE CO. Patent (Jan. 8, 1907) German Silver caliper rule with protractor joint,
very good.
270 ______ Stanley? No. 69, 12-inch 4-fold boxwood rule, very good.
271 ______ Unusual brass zig zag meter rule, very good; plus a 12-inch steel rule advertising GARLOCK
PACKING CO. CHICAGO in pocket case.
272 ______ RABONE CHESTERMAN No. 1190 combination rule with protractor joint and having a built-in
level, complete and fine.
273 ______ Three assorted sharpening stones: NORTON ABRASIVES BEHR-MANNING fine stone and nice
cast iron or cast steel box; Aluminum Oxide combination stone IOB; etc.
274 ______ Fine C-S Co. No. 60 2-foot 4-fold brass-bound rule with double arched joints.
275 ______ Pair of 24-inch, 4-fold rules: UPSON NUT No. 51 & Stanley #54 both complete and very good.
276 ______ Three sharpening stones: long 7-inch in fitted 2-piece wooden box; and two small stones that came
in the CARBORUNDUM hone box.
277- ______ TBA
290
291 ______ Pair of wooden levels: unknown 8-inch mahogany spirit level, very good; and a 14-inch Stanley
#102 with SW logo on brass top plate, very good overall.
292 ______ Disston D115 VICTORY 26-inch rip saw with nice eagle etch, rosewood handle, very good overall.
293 ______ Pitney Bowes Model 0051 postal scale weighs 0 to 10 pounds by ounces
294 ______ Nice 30-inch ice saw with cast iron handle.
295 ______ Sliding inside measure that measures up to 4-feet, very good overall.
296 ______ Unusual 41-inch wooden wantage rod for gauging liquid tanks.
297 ______ Conway Cleveland Corp. log cruiser for determining the board feet in a log, near new.
298 ______ Large screwdriver or turn screw 28-inches long overall, good overall.
299 ______ Three rafter or framing squares; one Nichols one Challenger, etc.
300 ______ Matched pair of cooper’s planes: wooden howell with name G.L. ANDERSON FRASERBURG on
the base, very good; and saw-tooth croze, both are very good.
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301 ______ Lot: two brass trammel points with replacement rub blocks; two Stanley #4 trammels one missing
its steel point; and one misc. brass point.
302 ______ Five wrenches including a double ended DIAMOND Crescent-type; a pitman wrench; 7-inch
AUTO; plier, J.I.C.P. WKS. 359, very good.
303 ______ Two boring tools: Millers Falls angle bitstock tool, will clean to very good; and a chain drill with 2jaw chuck and having a repaired chain.
304 ______ Lot: high speed hand-cranked grinder with enclosed gears.
305 ______ Wentworth’s Improved adjustable saw vise with intact clamp, very good overall.
306 ______ Unknown make miter box with 26-inch saw.
307 ______ MITCHELL MFG. MILWAUKEE WIS wheelwright’s drill, very good.
308 ______ Four adjustable nut wrenches incl. an INTERMEDIATE, most with light to moderate rust; the
combination pipe and nut wrench has a replaced handle.
309 ______ Unmarked fully adjustable cast iron saw vise, with intact clamp, very good overall.
310 ______ Pair of Coes-type nut wrenches; the longer one has a big piece missing from the handle.
311 ______ Sargent & Co. No. 95 adjustable cast iron saw vise, with intact clamp, very good overall.
312 ______ Lot of five assorted wrenches including DEERE MANSUR CO. No. A522, very good.
313 ______ Large E.C. ATKINS saw sharpening fixture mounted to a board, PAT APL 20, 1889, has some rust,
very good overall.
314 ______ Lot: Unknown bracket that has five countersunk holes for mounting to a board, could be used as a
boot scraper or in a kitchen to hang pots and utensil from; plus a large S-handle open ended wrench.
315 ______ Lot: Unusual drawknife that has a 3-inch concave dip in center with crude handles; and a folding
wooden miter box.
316 ______ Two wooden boxes that both have electrical connections, one has a brass tag on top QUICK
ACTION KNOBLOCK-HEIDEMAN MFG CO. SOUTH BEND INDIANA. This is most likely an
early automotive or outboard motor magneto as this company was known to have made them. On
one web site giving the company history, it states “It was reported in one source that a MillerKnoblock magneto was a part of the engine in the Wright brothers’ first airplane.”
317 ______ Two planes: Coopers sun plane, missing the iron, very good; and a wooden smoother that is missing
the wedge, good overall.
318 ______ Lot of 14 assorted wrenches including buggy, lug, stamped steel plier with hammer head; numerous
implement or tractor, etc.
319 ______ Wooden box with assorted taps, dies and gears in the bottom, box is finger jointed on the corners
and has had the lid pulled off and a piece of the back broken out, built-in lock (no key) and recessed
handles on the side, a good box to restore.
320 ______ Large lot of cobbler and harness tools in a large wooden box. See the many photos on our web site.
All together on one lot.
321 ______ Two food choppers: Large Enterprise No. 10, will clean to very good; and a small PURITAN by
THE GRISWOLD MFG. CO.
322 ______ HENRY DISSTON & SONS adjustable saw vise, the big wing nut looks like a replacement, good
working order.
323 ______ Three assorted saw vises.
324 ______ Unknown purpose hammer, very good, and a nice ZENITH keyhole saw, very good overall.
325 ______ Very nice Bully Beef can opener, some very light surface rust, very good overall. First we have seen
or sold.
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326 ______ Nice bed key with three sockets, some light rust, very good overall.
327 ______ Rosewood handled gimlet-type bit, very good; and a 6-inch rosewood handled sliding bevel, very
good.
328 ______ Lot: straight razor; THE WILSON BLACK WIDOW STRAP-TAB archery bow release; a sharp
meat-type hook with handle that terminates in threads; and an unusual saw made by a blacksmith?
329 ______ Stanley #30 angle divider, complete and very good.
330 ______ Lot: saw wrest with wooden handle; L.S. Starrett speed indicator; and an ox shoe.
331 ______ Three shucking pegs and a mystery tool with four rings.
332 ______ Unusual blacksmith-made triple caliper.
333 ______ Scarce 1943 BRITISH “pig nose” trench whistle, marked J. HUDSON & CO.
BIRMINGHAM 1943 with broad arrow, comes with original albeit broken leather strap, very
good.
334 ______ Lot: pony shave, very good; drafting square, very good; and a small hand-held pin vise.
335 ______ Lot: small factory-made frog gig head, very good; small keychain tape measure; and a mystery tool
made of tin with a sharp point.
336 ______ Three old stencils: A K HEGNA and O.K. MYRA, and a small brass one that has HERMAN
ANDERSEN in scrip lettering, all very good.
337 ______ Lot: protractor rule; and a small AIR RAID WARDEN sign, very good.
338 ______ Lot: ROBERTS No. 5 saddler’s hammer with rosewood handles, fine overall; and a crating tool
with hammer, pry bar and nail puller
339 ______ Lot: Four bottle openers including two CANADA DRY; ROYAL BOHEMIAN; FITGERS BEER
DULUTH MINN, all very good; plus a clock key.
340 ______ Lot: small cast iron wrench marked 13, very good; and OSHKOSH pike pole end; and a small brass
padlock, very good.
341 ______ Pair of food choppers: No. 4 Quaker City Mill, has welded clamp at bottom, good overall, and an
unknown model in old red paint.
342 ______ Mount Joy cherry stoner, very good overall.
343 ______ Lot: large hand vise, complete and very good; and a saddler’s knife with light rust and crude handle,
likely homemade.
344 ______ Nice lever-operated nutcracker mounted to a board, very good overall.
345 ______ Lot: hog scraper; ice chipper? with the advertising of Coolerator Co. of Duluth Minn.; and a wire
twister
346 ______ Large 19-in. HOE CORP self-adjusting wrench; 12-inch LANCASTER plier that need a serious
cleaning; Crescent Tool Co. 12-inch tin shears; and a blacksmith made 13-inch tong.
347 ______ Lot: YANKEE No. 1445 2-speed hand drill, very good; and WILY & RUSSELL wheelwright’s
traveler.
348 ______ Medium sized blacksmith post drill complete and in working condition.
349 ______ Lot four fixer upper barn-beam boring machines. Two are folding models and one is fixed.
350 ______ Medium sized blacksmith post drill with automatic feed, complete and very good.
THE END.

Have tools, kitchen collectibles, or other antiques you would like to sell?
Contact Mike Urness: mike@greatplanestrading.com or 314-497-7884
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